Dear Sir Buxton,

Wrote you Am. Int. Sec. Kalm. to willing undertake the
entertainment of a
Gentleman's literature,
and especially
Mr. Toland's
February
Such a work is
impossible demands
If enquired strictly, I deny the meaning of words.

The General himself --

I recall an indication that there is room a

usage is found in,

But, below, within

to length within

a context of 500

pages or so. An

early answer to this

inquiry would

be

I hope,

Hoping, I

Melvin C.
To how it emerges in 1921, if
24th January, have invited that
they voted to return them to
the North, taken in by their
friends. There is no one in my
house, only a cousin. In Munich,
I have a cousin. Address
14, Frankfort, to Mr. Lennon.
I intend going to Paris on Wednesday
or Thursday, but I would post this
letter to you. I have no mail at the
hotel. I must write you there.
Address is
Bar des Arts, Creux
Concierges
Paris
Yes truly
Morris Joye
Aug. 23, 1911
What is the matter with Adelaide.
In July? She is in 
Tunisia. There is also another, most in Egypt. Do I think
2 years ago. When you? They say 30, when
I went.

Linen R. C.
14 Bedford Place

My dear Mr. Newton,

Though it 
and you, and 2, get their
I know of your address.
It is that you will write to in
that you will write to me.

is in the house for you. What is 
with myself? I need to

Discuss the cousin in Munich.

This is for one of the
question, do anything with
for, but I have few words to
believe that if we can
renoun in a cousin in America
in 1917. The then, I would
accept the letter in a
Confines to live up to
them and get on. Take
my advice not when I say
from time to time when I hear
it spoken, it is never to be
regarded. I am sure to answer
it will be set aside
of many reasons at a school
mentally it is and an agreement.
Unfortunately Englemann is not
Fortunately Englemann is not
my thoughts is that unless in
my thoughts is that unless in
are in London to write
the President of America to ask
If mental languages at school
in America as well as museums
Knows of Indian scholars I
wanted to speak scholar I
Knew of Congress in our country
The Sweden is can we do this
We need not count on more
Dear Mr. Van Houten,

The meeting last Wednesday was very satisfactory. Dr. White, Director of the Brooklyn Historical Society, and I acted as Secy. All had a free discussion of the subject. The committee recommended a Board for the organization of topics covering lectures on the history of religions, and a committee was elected: Dr. William D. Bunting (Dean), Prof. H. M. Temple, Dr. G. W. H. Strong, Rev. Dr. P. H. H. Grundy, Dr. J. S. C. Metz, Pres., and Dr. E. H. A. P. W. Tourtellot (Cornell).
gettin' with time + myself

[Handwritten text: needs to be transcribed]
Dea. Mormer.

I?m to arts t Eas
in te art of te
my while in th
kirtmaker's brick nearly
in the men, or house
in our house. I have ready
no. I have ready
a "shir" watch, a
inventions hand, glider
impressives Bosch. King
(president) of Bash. King
(fregmen) of Bash. King
who wish an the
trains. First time, as
our will hardly to
intend the /shirk
from near and departure
some household work
1. honest, neat
2. helpful, kind
3. do the cooking
4. reading, writing
1. Regula's Betrachtung

Yours
Mrs. Martin?
I think that we can
offer my parents
advice and attendance
at Dr. Schurten's
here to mv. 4. 7.
which I return
April 16, 1924.
Dear Mr. Brown,

Much will be satisfying. In my absence to change a few things as you think best. My only wish is to do justice. I have no axe to grind as can only act it in mind. When you are back out the best man is...
I hope this much remains secure. Any secrecy is regrettable. I'm not used to infernal work and it is not an accident.

Yours,

[Signature]

Melvin R. Levy
My dear Professor,

I am glad that all seems satisfactory with the new office for the Archives. I am sure it will be a big task in the next month. Can you do it now? I mean to have a full talk on the subject.

Yours sincerely,

W. M. Leake
Will you then strike this thing which you say is this right 😊

Me in this therefore.

Am willing to undertake its whole assigned time in the

Hill's school that can

Not you did do any

Along in address in a month harbor, go is

Arranged plans for

Summer. More question which I think which you very fairly is

Whether $100 is the

Less you can afford

For the house. Three or

Four times a day.
It seems to me clearly established the great antiquity of Basnage de Chastel. It is he who wrote a little century later century to

Some now seem to say, 

Séjourné's "3,000 years"—is

Still in doubt. I since the number of date back to their Mantes, is due to this century of 

Séjourné and Séjoumée and Séjoumée: I have to love

Séjourné who in 1800 wrote Kings to go around 3,000 

Séjourné: I see no change.

At least I believe.

Personal -

OK. RF: 

President Harper

due to the

Presidential Announcement of the

Onondaga Enlargement from 

University. I am

to work the few days to

to those of the Students

to University of

If what has been expected

in some years under

here with marvelous

success in the end of October.
I cannot help but feel met with some degree of discomfort which, as it stands, is misleading. The execution of Nebuchadnezzar's command over Peter II. of France it seems a shame that they choose to determine it from the data. I have certainly no claim to such a right but if one has it's merits and his work has been clear that his key terms are the central to substantiate with the picture he has brought the story. They have been in many "miscued leavings" and within that it seems a duty that as they fade other's misleading statement as others in your circle seem to findutility.

I am sure that wise tells the story of which it is genuine and I wonder with you if you are willing at his request to remember & consider his.
My dear Mr. Waldo,

For letter.

Wrote too, his, amongst

no such thing.

As I am sure the first is all

and you can afford, my dear

I am sure, the first is all

But without the Office

And in the same manner

as to myself. I thought

et I can see the nature

hasten myself

The undertakers

I have not bound the

The undertakers

My necessary.

I am sure the first is all

and you can afford, my dear

I am sure, the first is all

But without the Office

And in the same manner

as to myself. I thought

et I can see the nature

hasten myself
Dear son, if my

memory fails at the

beginning. How many I cannot

say. I think it was 1919.

For April 1919 to arrive.

I. Can I meet you then?

I see that I forgot

1. to send the letter

this for the little

address.

2. which day for

your return as I

indeed. My miss

the ready for you to

receive. I send the miss

address. An interested China

friend where is this to name

Babylonian thing. I

may understand a collector.
The Congress are as will return to the city. The formal closing of the first general meeting takes place in N. Y.; then the annual sessions are held in Phil. afterward, which a visit is to be paid to Baltimore, Washington, to purposely go to Chicago, where a meeting of the American Association is held. I am instructed to write to you that I cannot write as this is very in order to direct you that further arrangements are to be made for Chicago. If you do not wish to have the closing meeting held at Harrisburg (as it is to be held by yourself), the vote of the Congress at the meeting of Chicago, you have an opportunity to make the necessary arrangements for the meeting.
Mr. etc. The Swedish delegate, to I have in
that sum of the room renter me come to
check, for as I write you that will provide
for transportation of all our foreign delegates
with Mar's reduced role for the home members.
If this mean a contribution? Not least. It's
the sum you will here advanced by us as the
cost of railroad transportation. In addition to this
be reduced, from the charging of $40 for the
foreign delegate strongly they say one like to the
home members also. New York alone by her offer of
$700. Baltimore two, by the want of $1000. I do it like that you will see the
motive of asking for $1000 from Chicago, instead
of the $300 so marginally assessed upon by you.

We knew this amount to buy the difference between
$50 & the ocean rent, that we share to $500 or
pay, and also to have some funds left for
the theatre. The room expense will probably be
subsequently. The room expense will be paid
covered by the fees of home members, his whip
has been fixed at $10, and. And in other such.
reduce the amount of $300 very slowly, to $100, it at our claim that you might be free as they of
you were contributed to a Philo Congress. We cannot be
expected debates which burden though we are ready to take
the entire part; and it seem to me, the once time
seemed $100, you will find it easy to interest
the citizens of Chicago to provide for the
foreign delegate, during the stay in your city.
We have a boat in a need to 20 a part of the credit my name including formal

In your I shall send you a copy final

which you will see exactly what is printed.

First act 1, and as the act of Queen,

administration of Committee is left to the

Doctors at her meeting in April next I expect to

be exact by the time Society. You must take

that we provide in the Central Committee for

honorary members who are elected to contribute

to the same. I will send you in

a list of gentlemen to wish to have homes

as representatives Chicago. We have your

home as one of the new Presidents. About of

the country.

course this is only my suggestion. I do not feel certain

will meet with a fair expression

from the entire Board. As for the other meeting
regarding the errors in the history of Religion, certain changes were made in the draft. I crossed out all the "machinery" very much more. I think now you will please send me a copy or a concerto otherwise. I shall send you a concerto in a few days, but that is not to be necessary. I am a bit disturbed by our plans as soon as possible. I have arranged a lecture ready to have another the lectures may be chosen by the lectures may be chosen. I shall contact the R. I. H. - 

Wish I had seen you on

and I am yours

-Regret -Matiy

Is the meeting of the Society for definitely fixed for May 1st, 1893? You say for me know
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Can you guarantee one thousand dollars for Oriental Congress answer fifty $ for last forty ninth

Jastrow.
My dear Prof. Herz, did you receive the note I addressed to you on a recent trip to New Haven? I was unable to reach you in Chicago, and in Milwaukee either, and was unable to meet you at the meeting of the Econ. Soc. of 1902. I am now at work on a second study of money. I am sure you know that you have a liberal inheritance. With the
Countryside office, 22nd March 1919

Dear Mr. Later,

I was much interested in the recent letter you received from Mr. R. B. Smith about the proposed development of the site near our village. As you may recall, the land in question is currently owned by the Smith family, who have lived in the village for generations. They are eager to sell it to the highest bidder, but I understand that you are hesitant to proceed with the purchase due to the environmental impact.

I appreciate your concern for the environment, but I believe that this could be a unique opportunity for the village to expand and provide more amenities for the community. The land is not only rich in natural beauty, but it also has the potential to become a valuable asset for future generations.

I urge you to consider the long-term benefits of this investment and to work with Mr. Smith to negotiate a fair price. It is crucial that we act quickly, as he has given us a deadline of the end of the month to make a decision.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

[Handwritten note on the right side]

[Handwritten note on the right side]
Unreadable

Unclear

Philadelphia

Dear Miss Harker,

Concei you

Meet the Director of the Meet.

Drive Saturday at 7 or 8

New York, tomorrow?

Have you written to Miss

Cora and Miss Ladd?

Have you written, but no

must here you, that I knew

your circumstances, but no

must here you, that I knew

them and you in kindness

indicate to me what you

wish me to indicate to you.

Mr. Ward will let this date

much your convenience. I am

not to indicate a time. May
To me, it's a Sunday, for you know how kind it is for college, here to come a w. y. doing to meet. Wish you had a letter, my dear, but I have had.

Yr. Munis, London.

Feb 24th. 1849.

We expect to meet as soon as train to get here, and then the next 4. Then a return in 1849 is not.

The enclosed letter from the post office, which you sent, was received.
WM. H.

My dear Mr. Mother,

Nov 5, 1891

...regard your presence or the meeting as necessary if you can say positively that you can meet us Nov 21st. I see no reason why we should not be there the meeting. If you come Nov 14th, I intend to be there but if you cannot come then I can come Nov 21st.

Please telegraph me if I shall arrive on Nov 14th. I had a letter from Mr. Rowland with whom the matter of testamentary will then rested.

Very truly yours,

Mrs. John R.
Personal

My brother, Prof. Joseph
Section of the University of Wisconsin,

intends to have an opportunity
of conferring with you about
the department for psychology
in your University. If there are
any matters connected with it
shall then I have some
hesitation in even writing to
you about this but I wrote
his was my brother to call
in you without having given you
first; and I trust that my
acquaintance with you is
sufficiently intimate to
know me sufficiently well to
involve you to misinterpret the spirit that
permits to me to make this
mystery. My brother as you know
Temple is Prof. of Anatomy at the University of Wisconsin. He is a graduate A. B. of the University and M. D. of the Johns Hopkins, being a special pupil of Dr. Stanley Hall. He can tell you all about him. If you think that there is any kindness of his connection with your University, write him and kindly send him a line naming the day and time when he can see you in Chicago. His address is:

University of Wisconsin

Medic, Wis.

Yours,

C. T. T.
Dear Mr. Webster,

I see means to accompany the text with a translation and commentary, but do not insist strongly on the matter. The contents are quite important, I think, and may possibly be very important. I have reason to believe that
When I shall have passed it, whether my mind will recall the rather keen change in the climate. A chemical analysis, I am sure, would accompany my article. I have an essay and the Schiller paper from which I shall immediately give there to Mr. White. There is a joint article within a short 10 days. All the others seem to have a new ray. Yes, I think so.
Dear Professor,

The

Leckey of Rechte

arrived this afternoon.

I am very glad she did not

send them here first.

At University, or they are

trite is a little burden.

1. The harem place of

my death. I mean, I

do like to see rid of them

soon. We must 1.4

submit them mildly.

Do you know how it


Phil 9/20

925 5-86
as yourself? I think there never is
myself. I distribute
June or your Summer
Schedules? What is my
unacknowledged typist?
Are they all well, or all
well, sir?
And an account of
the University collection
of meteorological
things under the
interview betwixt 1
and 1. I requested you to
inspect anything for
the moment, and
therefore or your
kindly write occasions
to little surprise.
Please resist back
My Dear Mr. Ridler,

I deeply regret that I am writing to inform you that due to unforeseen circumstances, I am unable to accept the offer of employment with the School of Hebrew and Coptic Languages. I beg to state that, upon considering the matter, it gave me pleasure to accept the terms of appointment. The terms mentioned are satisfactory,

Remember, always be aware of your surroundings.

Keep your eyes open and your mind sharp.

L. E.
To Mr. J. Harper:

I enclose my article on the Dunstan gold field. I have made an inspection there and I have made an inspection of the ore. I have been at the mine several times there made on a mine there. I am sure the delay in sending the article to you is only temporary and will be made to you in time. The article will be sent out immediately. I am enclosing the check for $50 which is due. I am sure you will receive the check at once. Please acknowledge receipt in writing. I also enclose a check for $50 which is due. I am sure you will receive the check at once.
settling my mind
I am very sorry
accidents have occurred. I was
expected to be here on the 17th of
this month, but have been
here to have been
enjoyed by. Pardon the
careless expressions. I trust you are well.
I was on another day
on my lecture before Mr.
Savith. Mr. My
understand is the President
not.Believers the next
Regard to yourself.

[Signature]

January 5th 1849
Dear Mr. Turber,

I enclose plan for the prepared course of lectures on the history of religion, and also a call for a meeting which is to be small. It is held to be held Dec. 30 at 4 P.M. I hope that you and I will see you there. Let me know. Mr. Potter is in town. The driving of the University before winter will help the courses into their progress. My committee has consisted of Mr. W. C. Lee, Mr. Potter, Mr. Britton, Mrs. Stevenson, etc. Try to have his committee. Mr. E. F. Hart and I Chicago will join.

I have written him several times in the course. He has written 1. him several times in the course. The letter is needed at home as 1. obtain 4 or 5 hours each day. Need to have money in the committee. Will you sign the call return in
to me at your very earliest convenience. It shall also use to
bring the case up there is a third person. I then need to go
in, I say, as our hostess I then can
his request. As I have it for
the cell man (here any ascetics
who have necessary money) have not need, they,
then it is as soon as you himself can.
Sign your name in the margin in the
check. I will see it. For
understand is needed for the discussion of
the men in that company. You do nothing
for a minute in the garden.

I am yours

[Signature]

[Address]

In New York,

[Signature]

[Address]
Herewith some of my best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

June 15th, 1914

Fermanagh

My dear Mr. E. White

On 1st June

yesterday the snow fell

me to day not to

thanked your article very

much, but thinks it a

little too technical to

much to read for

his class of readers.

Deepest thanks

for your kind

the Independent.

wants curacles more

among soldiers
dentists reasons

and is a more.

available place for it.

June 15th, 1914.
I return the article I returned to you in the form in which I handed it to you. I will see that I send it to you. I omitted the last sentence and substituted a different introduction. I think it would be much better if you kept it in this form for reasons stated in a former letter. I think also that you can rely upon my judgment in this matter. If you are convinced, I hope you are that I am one of your friends and well-wishers. As to the delay, you will, I hope, excuse it. My honest love to you.
Are you coming East? We can begin time to work in a few weeks. I hear too, a revenue internist will be sent. Everything to our thank obligations.

Yours is very

[Signature]

My dear Mr.强国

I enclose

copy of plan for the organization. A popular scheme in the West.

McGurn's plan which you will see that machinery has been simplified. This is the

model shown to which I referred. Upon looking at the plan, you will find that we have reduced it to the very simplest form possible. If you are ready to
curtis, will you not kindly indicate this to your early convenience? A meeting of the Council takes place on Thursday of this week in Philadelphia. Of course it is useless to invite you, but will you not indicate your views as to the first destination? The general drift seems to be towards S. B. Tyler, who I think is the less man to begin with unless and for "Arminius Vehm" is not to try to vote in this hands. As for Ontario, I think it best to learn from you whether you are going to hold out or to try to change. I shall be in Chicago in the 1st of October.
9 25th. 8 21

Dear Mrs. Clark,

I received the letter. The enclosed incs. I cannot entirely
understand, “my artistic
best efforts” as I
did not myself call it, and
am as uncomfortable
as I expressed. Yet,
I have thoughts of Kenton
for what those always
borrowed coins reach.
They are thoughts of you
knowing the letter 1974
and the 20th of June
Monday, Feb 11th. (1972)

[Handwritten note: P2]
Affectionate wishes for a happy and prosperous new year. May all your dreams come true.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
Dear Professor Harris,

May please send me nos. 1 & 2 of "Kelvin and I"?

I received notice from the librarian of the library that they had been ordered for Delta ei, ordering...
I see the back now. The University, I see to
de the same thing. You
saw, I suppose it wants
to little too. I
enclose the 
if it were possible for
the same place and
Kubler's bill hastily.
The whendaelin is
certainly the less thing.
I'd kind. There
have been evil. I
think time to
insistence for
whendaelin is
united in the future.
Dear Professor,

"Helvæa" arrived here this morning. I shall send her finger to Mr. Smith to the Symposium on Semitic Studies in America. We managed to have it inserted in a little loose section of Semitic Studies in America. Addresses made at a certain larder.
Percival!

Dear Professor,

I have a
delays cause. I have
even in the
broom of April 20. We are
in a few days to observe.

Have you heard of the death
knew? I received a wire
from the family yesterday which
was my first intimation. A
very loss!

Very sincerely,

[Signature]

Mr. W. H. Ward, M. D.
heach at 13:00 to 13:00 is secured.

I mention this to you, for reasons that are not the same as when you were absent. It is far from my home, and I think it would be a good idea to be there for it some time. If you could do anything at the road that would be a cent in this foreign country to us. While we are in school, we definitely need support, and this is where you can help. If you could come to me right now in the evening, it would be very much appreciated. I would be very happy to meet you there. I know that you have many other commitments, but I think it would be a great opportunity to do something together. I hope you will be able to come. My best wishes for the future.
I am also to send another P.S.

P.S. Clémence Fauré (Mrs. of Samtch Ophof, 33, Rue
Kum, 21st College de France)

has written me several letters

with regard to the Phenomena

Real & Entelechatami in the July

Number of Kerneč. He knew

her there as the interpreter of the

Real for Brotherton in the

French Corpus Inscriptionium

Sarmatian. The same seems

to be of great influence in

interest, judging from letters

other received from him,

Augusto Weller, Sr. I am, hence

your surrounding in your Yorci,

to join the "Kerneč" Word.

what was made for Kerneč.

I return the Word to you, if it

sends.
Mr. Winder tells you can join the Real Academy. I have to draw three copies which to send to the Champs. Person named here do it that you see reimbursed if you wish. I tell the people. It will you know has not come. This success. Champs. Person's address is 5 Rue Newton Paris.

With love,

Miss Acorn L.
My dear friend,

Here are 3 copies of the essay (one for each person). If you can, send us one, and let us know which two of these 1 person, who say you can't do it. Can you come to Chicago? I'll have a few envelopes for you to use. We have to be there by June 1st. Can you arrive in time? We have to be there for three cities.

By the way, we're very pleased.
The meeting was to
important for the success of
the outcome, despite the ini-
mitigation of circumstances
worse than expected.

Thomas Jefferson
Dec 25, 1791
My dear Mr. [Name].

I do trust you will be able to come on of my change and be made in the due arrangement with Congress, it is necessary for me to be in town. To me to return to learn that we have more really felt from [Name] of [Place].

In the events of 1840 from Mr. [Name] of Washington please keep this for yourself for it never

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Dec 17, 1849
POSTAL CARD.

ONE CENT

NOTHING BUT THE ADDRESS TO BE ON THIS SIDE.

R. R. Harper
Room 1220 Chamber of Commerce
Chicago, Ill.
Dec. 16, 1791.

I am under the necessity of ordering an amount of land in Pennsylvania to allow it to be used as a farm. Please let me know if this can be done.
Postal

United States

One cent

Nothing but the address to be on this side.

Philadelphia

16 P

Prof. M. R. Stabler

201220

Chambe of Commerce

Chicago

Lee
Dear Prof. Barlow,

I am unable to attend the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in Chicago due to illness. The doctor has advised me to rest and take care of myself.

I am enclosing a copy of my paper, "The Effect of Temperature on the Growth of Plants," which I presented at the Academy of July 18. My paper was well received and has been published in the "Phil. Trans." I hope you will find it interesting.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

Germantown
Phila.
More work done earlier. The loss is a

female one indeed

It is sad I

had to go

I was advised to

the focus on the food

for we had if the food

This career

To

Mr. Prince

I hope to receive

I sent a copy

Heimanov advice

Aug 28 1929
Eormand. Hene.

My dear Mr. Farber,

May I kindly ask the enclosed? I conclude from your letter that I can have the phonograph? It is only to be ready by January 1st. I shall be glad to send it to Stockholm if you wish to have it before May 10th. In case to later
July 16-165

To Sir 1.

I have no mail.

Best, 

[Signature]
Dear Professor [Name],

I enclose the article on the "Schismapperschism". It has taken me a few days longer to finish than I anticipated. Will you see if it is clear enough before the end of the month, as I end of the month, as I need to cross to the hayride early in August. They ride early in August. I should also like to have the 850 footprints on
I am to hear word of your return.

I will let you know when the next ship is expected.

July 8, 1865

...if you can tell me where to meet many of the
article... May 20 —

Other wise, please write to me in August

I am very much by doing so.

You are losing a

hence with a considerable

in this will within calling

again him I

away him. I

Pray the things of 1. All the other

see in 1. St. Pek. in 1. I

been there a

decide where it stays in 1. St. Pek.

be yours

Mrs. So. Williamson
Ermontown, Phila.

My Dear Sirker,

Permit me
to assure you that I am in the way wished of yours. I acknowledge your kind offices and sentiments which I hold in my mind. I will return your letter which I must return you with regret, having nothing of your taste to incline me to write in this manner. I know it
is true, much more than
instructs himself on in
relate that this length I
feel satisfied is due to the
attenuation of style in this
instance but it discounds
it is true. With that point that
I am unable to place it in the
same class as ever dear
letter you will entertain
influence on me more;
introduced. It affects for
attitude as I shall not
many months. I am near
the writing of these lines
now because of this
fullness of my investigations.
I cherish you as a
whole but in the
March 14, 1850. Wm. S. Robinson
My Dear Brother,

I may not be able to be at the University this morning (Friday) before one o'clock, so mean while you form an Arabic or any other class for me. I shall be ready to meet the gentlemen at two o'clock. I do hope that we will be able to form at least one class.

Vermont

Phil.
Thu 12/16/20

Dear Sir,

I am sorry to hear of your illness, and to learn of your severe illness.

I am in the midst of a very busy period, but I will try to assist you in any way I can.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

P.S. I have enclosed a check for your medical expenses.
Hermon BMC

My dear Sir:

I am sorry I cannot accept your kind offer. I am bound to attend some urgent business in London, and I fear I must defer my visit. I am very anxious to see you, however, and shall be delighted to meet you as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
I know that you are busy, but for the sake of American scholarship which ought to be well represented. By the way, it occurs to me that if we are to have a World's Fair in New York in 1893, why not have an International Mental Congress in the Country? The occasion will be an excellent one to bring together many learned Indies to this Country - or, the above will at least bring to mind that you are of men to feel proud of the work done by the leaders of the future and I think you in the subject.
Dear Mr. Jastrow:

Permit me to thank you for your very frank reply. As case of necessity demand to a candidate my name with your brother's. I know you deny my very best regards will soon be of a friendly nature.

Really, I am replying because I have not had time to get in the picture of Senate ability with our best friend having received a capital sum of $100,000.

I am very grateful for your kindness in stating that I wrote to Angell in regard to the matter early in November last. The answer was vague - since then other hands have dealt with your letter. I am, Very truly,

Morris Jastrow Jr.
Cambridge, Nov. 6, 1891.

My dear Dr. Halpern,

I visited the western town near you, about 50 miles from your committee meeting. It seems to me awfully queer that the New Haven office of the Western Union should not know anything of your whereabouts, when I asked that the message be repeated if necessary.

You have doubtless read a copy of the speech. If you can't attend on that date, let me know. The others
may accommodate themselves to the date necessitated by the journey of the most distant attendant. think I shall or stay away. Let's think about 90; if it is on Mon. or Wed. or Fri.

Sincerely yours

C.R. Lanman.
Cambridge, Nov. 4, 1891. Wed. morn.

As Prof. WM. R. Harper is unable to be at New York on Sat., Nov. 7, the meeting of the Directors and Committee of the American Oriental Society will be postponed.

It is now suggested that the postponed meeting be held in Professor Gottheil's room at Columbia College, No. 54 East 49th street, New York, at 11 o'clock, Saturday morning, November 21. Further notice will however be given.

Charles R. Lanman.
HARVARD COLLEGE,
CAMBRIDGE,
MASSACHUSETTS.

Oct. 28

1891.

Dear Harper:

Dr. Ward shows on me the responsibility for the precise date of the 1891 Congress Com. meeting.

Therefore I appoint as the door-way of place the main entrance to Columbia College Building No. 2.

as time Nov. 7th

9:30 am.

Yours truly

S.R. Lanman.